Abstract: Akamai and Netflix are the most high performance Internet video delivery service provider with their efficient CDN infrastructures. However, due to the high cost of CDN deployment, strong incentives are created to find another lower cost delivery service options. Peer to peer (P2P) network represents less investment architecture that show high potential to reduce the dependency of CDN.A P2P based system shifts the load of content delivery from the content providers' servers to the users. However, high consumption of server bandwidth often become an issue in P2P based streaming as user demand increase rapidly. This paper review two category of methods of server bandwidth saving: (a)peer's bandwidth allocation method and (b) server bandwidth provisioning method which potential for P2P based video on demand (VoD) system. We then conclude our review with CDN-P2P hybrid architectures research towards becoming a high performance video distribution.
Introduction
The ongoing growth of broadband technology in the worldwide market has been driven by the hunger of customers for various multimedia services. Video, which carries much more information than audio required longer download times and suffers from server overloading when a large number of user demand arrive using traditional client-server model. Large scale video streaming systems such as live streaming and video-on-Demand streaming are two multimedia service which recently attracted a large number of users used to distribute content using well-known Content Delivery Networks (CDN) such as are Akamai 1 and Limelight 2 . Both of the system used to distribute the media contents from the origin server to the replica servers close to the end clients [1] . Another CDN, NetFlix, which has deployed more than 77,000 video servers globally [2] and can stream out High Definition (HD) video with average bitrate reaching to 3.6 Mbps [3] . YouTube 3 , the most popular on-demand streaming application has more than thousands of users concurrently online to stream for popular videos used 6 large data-centers located in United States to serve videos to users [4] .
In fact, CDN benefits professional administrators and fully provisioned resources as they can control and authenticate the content they distribute. However, due to high CDN distribution costs, strong incentives are created to find another lower cost delivery options [5] .
Peer-to-peer (P2P) represents less investment architecture that could reduce the dependency of CDN whereby each node in P2P network can be at the same timeserver and client [5] . It means users or peers consuming the video stream also contribute their bandwidth and storage resources to the system by forwarding the video stream to other peers, thus reducing the content provider's cost. P2P network formerly known as file sharing network from the advent Napster music sharing. Researchers have realized their potential of P2P technologies for distribution of large-volume content such as movies and software Commercial services deployed using P2P based system are Skype 4 , BitTorrent 5 file distribution protocol and also IPTV such as live streaming and on demand streaming. Interested readers can review the details of peer to peer system in [6] .
A P2P based system shifts the load of content delivery from the content providers' servers to the users. Thus, it would become the best interest for content providers to reduce their provision cost that is server bandwidth cost. However, high consumption of server bandwidth often become an issue in P2P based streaming which derive from two common problems. First, the dynamic of peer churn that brings insufficient bandwidth supply from peers to serve others in each channel when the demand increases. This is the most common problem of using P2P network. Secondly, a peer must receive the correct sequence of video chunks content before its playback deadline to avoid playback interruptions. The problem is related to the chunks transmission scheduling mechanism which takes longer time searching for peers to locate and download desired chunks content from other peers. Therefore, in this paper, we highlight several potential methods of server bandwidth resource saving over two problems identified above in order to develop an effective P2P Video on-demand (VoD) system. The rest of the paper is organizes as follows. In Section 2, we briefly discuss overview of P2P Video on-Demand. In Section 3, we present the literature review of saving methods of server bandwidth for P2P VoD system. Finally, in Section 4, we conclude with significant works on CDN-P2P hybrid developments for future video distribution service.
Overview of P2P Video-on-Demand
The success of P2P based streaming has shown through the real-world of China-based video streaming such as CoolStreaming 6 , PPLive 7 , UUSee 8 and PPStream 9 . Basically, the mechanism for P2P based streaming has inspired by the protocol in BitTorrent application developed by Bram Cohen [7] The protocol design mainly used for fast distribution of large files such as movies of software which splitting files into small and fixed size pieces called chunks or blocks to be downloaded by users. Our study focus on Video on-demand system a user driven multimedia streaming service which can perform VCR-like operations (i.e., forward, backward, skip, etc.) and allows users to choose any channels to watch any video at any time [8] . At any moment, VoD users may watching the same video but they are asynchronous which means different users watching different parts of the video. Thus, the playbacks of the same video on different users are not synchronized. A huge size of buffer is needed in order to satisfy the diversified request from peers on different kinds of video programs.
For that reason, bandwidth usage in multichannel Video on Demand (VoD) systems varies rapidly over time, due to unpredictable of user demand that making difficult to keep track of available system resources.
Those peers that cannot obtain enough bandwidth from other peers will go to the server as a last resort. The total average server bandwidth utilization is should be reduced. While streaming, if the video stored in the server are always replicated by peer, no additional bandwidth is needed from the servers. However, replication scheme is beyond our scope in this paper as they mainly design to satisfy the playback continuity performance and managing supply-demand relationship. This study highlight double-auction based prefetching, peer's bandwidth prediction and helper-assisted approach as a method to increase peer's upload bandwidth in the system. The second method is server bandwidth provisioning such as demand forecast system, computing maximum flow of server bandwidth and stochastic fluid methodology which aim to manage high demand in large scale P2P VoD system.
Review of Server Bandwidth Saving Method
Peer's Bandwidth Allocation 3.1.
A very simple solution to minimize server bandwidth consumption dramatically in peer-assisted network is allocated the surplus bandwidth of each peer (i.e., the average upload bandwidth among peers is higher than the streaming rate.) through prefetching strategy [9] . Prefetching in P2P streaming means allocating peer's surplus bandwidth to help peers catch up the missing chunks in the case of peer churn problem. The critical question is how to allocate the instantaneous surplus upload capacity among the peers in the system. To answer the question, water leveling policy is introduced where all users' buffer are treated as water tanks and the buffer with the lowest level is filled first [10] .
As peer is asynchronous in real-world peer-assisted VoD systems, optimal prefetching should made practical decision on which segment should be prefetched from which peer. Prefetching in VoD system commonly design to improve the response latency of interactive requests (VCR) such as seek latency (i.e., an interval between the request time and the playback time of segment) [11]-[13] . However, prefetching scheme in [14] shows its potential on server bandwidth resource saving by treating the prefetching behavior as double auction market principle. The approach takes the entire market consists of M sub-markets, with each of them trading one of the M segments. A segment is act as the commodity to be traded in a sub-market. Every segment is associated with a price Pk at each time .Every peer makes their local decisions by participating in these trading markets with their "bids" and "asks" for segments, behaving as both buyers and sellers. A trade is executed immediately when a "bid" is larger than or equal to an "ask". Thus, using double auction principle, prefetching mechanism prove to regulate not only which segments should be uploaded or downloaded, but also to and from whom.
The use of peer bandwidth and storage resources intelligently is the goal of P2P based systems which depends on cooperative strategies among peers in the network. The inter-torrent approach applied in BitTorrent system [15] brought the cooperative design in multichannel P2P streaming where the upload bandwidth from one channel can be used to "help" another channel based the number of seeders within the swarm. Such work [16] trades the seeders surplus bandwidth for downloading chunks in BitTorrent network. Seeders which mostly found in larger sized swarms or popular swarms manage the trading to downloaders in smaller sized swarm which often have insufficient supply bandwidth. However, there exist a special kind of peers who are not interested in downloading file. Thus those peer can act as on-demand cache in a BitTorrent swarm [17] . Several works [18]-[21] attempt to utilize helpers to maximize the streaming capacity for P2P multichannel streaming. The significant work in [22] develop helper-assisted P2P VoD system by optimizes helper's storage and bandwidth with primal dual resource allocation algorithm design and use Markov chain approximation for updating helper's topology according to number of demand. However, the critical task while utilizing helpers is an incentive mechanism which required to encourage peer to join as helper such as reputation based mechanism, game-theoretic model, pricing based
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model and taxation mechanism [8] .
The common issue in P2P VoD system is peer churn problem that introduces fluctuations over available upload bandwidth in P2P system and cause the server load increase. The solution is bandwidth prediction as an improving of bandwidth allocation to decrease peer churn and further decrease the server load [23] . The allocation prediction takes two scheduling protocol for supplier peer and receiver peer. Supplier peer determine which chunk requests should be served first and then utilize their surplus upload bandwidth to help receiver peers to prefetch chunks. A receiver peer must prioritize its requests for its missing chunks while supplier peer which contribute their upload bandwidth differentiates receiver peer according to their stability and playback position. A new predictor is designed to identify the potential stable peer. It predicts the stability of a peer for remaining online based on the propose ranking procedure. A predicted peer depends on the predefined threshold. A peer will leave if it has been in the session for fewer than the predefined threshold. The performance of the prediction method manage to improve about 8% of decreasing server load compared to traditional bandwidth allocation method and centralized bandwidth allocation method.
Server Bandwidth Provisioning 3.2.
The bandwidth prediction scheme in [23] aims to increase surplus bandwidth of peer. However, capacity planning or prediction system over server bandwidth would be a best choice towards for satisfying time varying video popularity for large scale streaming system. Server capacities have increasingly become a bottleneck in real-world P2P live streaming solutions [24] . For that reason, the authors propose server bandwidth provisioning scheme named Ration has developed for P2P live streaming using time series forecasting and dynamic regression technique. Based on the predicted channel popularity and the streaming quality function for each channel, the amount of server bandwidth can be adjust and share to each channel can be allocated by enhanced water-leveling approach that enhance the computation of capacity without from the beginning. The approach can guarantee that the server capacity allocated to each channel may not exceed the amount qc = 1 .The value of qc denote the streaming quality of channel c, (i.e., the percentage of high-quality peers in the channel that have a buffer count of more than 80% of the size of its playback buffer). Ration has been implemented in streaming servers in a multi-ISP mesh-based system which replays real-world streaming scenarios. The result shows Ration is potentially could provide guideline for deployment of server capacities in multiple channel for each ISP.
Previous work [25] used stochastic fluid approach to achieve condition of universal streaming in P2P live streaming. In contrast, the work in [26] use stochastic fluid methodology to derive analytical approximations of the bandwidth requested from servers for developing self-sustainability condition in P2P video on-demand. This approach accounts for several important effects such as peer bandwidth heterogeneity, peer churn, non-sequential chunk transmission. Gaussian approximation is used to characterize the server bandwidth distribution from sequential chunks delivery and non-sequential chunks delivery. The result shown under stationary conditions, server bandwidth performance achieves a maximum as the number of users increase, and then decreases to zero provided that T > Td (i.e., the average activity time is larger than the average download time).
In non-stationary condition, the system performance depends on the relationship between the average peer upload bandwidth U and the download rate when U <· dv. If value U < dv, the bandwidth demand from server scales linearly with the system size. If U > dv the bandwidth demanded from the servers is essentially independent from number of watching users.
The third method in our review is automated demand forecasting scheme which developed to predict the aggregate bandwidth demand in each video channel [27] . The system using time-series modeling technique named seasonal ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving-average) focuses on predicting non-stationary
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opulation series that is during flashcrowd. The inference of initial demand evolution pattern which has retrieved from several flashcrowd channels is model by mixture of Gaussians. The results show the scheme able to forecast about 2.5 hours ahead of time. Finally, the method which takes pushing the maximum reduction of the server bandwidth consumption [28] which derive from computing the maximum capacity of available resources using maximum flow problem approach which further discussed in [29] .
CDN-P2P Hybrid Architecture
Due to the maturity of P2P system and high performance CDN system to support large scale streaming. research communities have come to the challenge of combining the P2P architecture and CDN system. Early CDN-P2P-hybrid architectures has been presented in [30]-[32] which show the hybrid architecture is highly cost-effective .Related works of hybrid architecture model of CDN-P2P systems and the integration issues of CDN and P2P has been discussed in [33] . A solid starting point for developing a hybrid CDN architecture by extending the topology CDN with P2P overlay networks into three different domains named CDN provider domain, CDN customer domain and end user domain [34] .Other hybrid architecture [35] designed support P2PVoD system by developing ISP-friendly overlay network and PeerCDN as potential architecture in Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) [36] . Livesky is one of the commercial hybrid CDN-P2P architecture [37] which successfully saves more than 40% of the CDN bandwidth cost by integrating P2P technology. Furthermore, Livesky shows more than 85% of the clients wait less than 15s for playback to commence from clicking on the hyperlink which is significantly better than traditional P2P streaming systems. A significant study in [38] shows hybrid P2P-CDN system able to cut the server load for both Akamai and Limelight by more than 2/3 in Internet video-on-demand; an even if peers only upload at limited rate (1/3 of their upload bandwidths). To conclude about CDN P2P hybrid system, the authors [39] has studied the architecture NetSession system, a large commercial hybrid CDN P2P called peer-assisted CDN that operated by Akamai provider. The study delivers the keys of potential benefits in CDN P2P hybrid architecture such as peer-assistance for improving CDN global coverage and the few risks such as traffic impact of ISPs.
